spotlight on

innovation
The road ahead is undiscovered. The destination yet to be decided. all that
matters is not when you get there, but how you travel. With the cutting
edge as your guide, anything can happen. On the following pages, BMW salutes
individuals who are driving the conversation forward—those who embody the
spirit of innovation and, through their journey across the culture, inspire
and lead us into the future.
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words to live by:
“Perseverance and persistence.
When you’re dropped into an
environment that is antagonistic
to your survival, where rescue is
uncertain, there is no quitting.
The only reliant forces you can
count on are your spirit and your
character. And that’s a great
lesson to bring back
into the world.”

S e bast i a n Co p e l a n d
IN THE CONVERSATION Q+A: “Through the prism of my camera, I bring back

Not many people in this world
specialize in polar travel. Yet
Sebastian Copeland—photographer,
explorer, environmental advocate,
and documentary filmmaker of
Into the Cold (intothecold.org)—is
an adventurer of that ilk by trade.
He went on his first safari at age 12
and never looked back. His journeys
through environs beautiful and
treacherous have taken him to
Greenland and the North Pole.
This fall, he will trek 3,000 miles,
unsupported, across Antarctica.

images from distant places that people can relate to. It helps people fall in love
with their world.” A: “I think, in the clattering of modern society, it’s become a
fading commodity to just observe and listen, and so the time I spend in the
wild is about absorbing as much as I can from nature.” A: “I think today’s
innovators are those who can cut through the clutter, strike a tone, and
address a principle that resonates inside of people and reaches into their hearts.” A: “Our generation
has been conditioned to rely on too much waste to be ‘sustainable.’ But the kids today are being
educated early on to understand that we’re leaving an imprint on this planet that, at the rate we’re
going, won’t be sustainable.”

See even more innovation at
bmwusa.com/efficientdynamics.

